LINE X-X CORRESPONDS TO LINE X-X ON DEVICE TEMPLATE

LHR SHOWN RHR OPPOSITE
CORRESPONDS TO CENTER LINE OF DEVICE ON TEMPLATE

X

INSIDE FACE OF LOCK STILE

X

OUTSIDE FACE OF LOCK STILE

1/4" DIA 2 HOLES
1/8" R 2 PLACES

1/2" DIA 2 HOLES

2 1/8"
6 1/4"
3 1/8"

NOTES: SEE MASTER SHEET #10001 FOR SUGGESTED REINFORCING

DEVICE APPLICATION SCHEDULE

33/3527 A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE
33/3547 A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE
33/3548 A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE
33/3549 A-F VERTICAL ROD DEVICE

FOR CUTOUT ON INSIDE FACE OF DOOR SEE DEVICE TEMPLATE

E360T & E360L CONTROL

VON DUPRIN
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